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The Basis of Forest Planning 
D. R. JOHNSTON, B.A. 

Su m mary 

The broad field of planning is subdivided into four main aspects - basic 
principles, basic considerations, planning procedures and the methods or tools 
of planning. Many of the difficulties of forest planning are due to imprecise 
or incompatible objectives and to inappropriate criteria of success. It is a 
basic principle that there should be one main objective with the subordinate 
objectives expressed as constraints. The most important considerations are 
that plans should I::e initiated at the right level of management and that 
they should be completely flexible. The logical planning procedure is to 
analyse the current expenditure in o rder to find where economies are mqst 
likely to be effective and then to investigate more closely whether the level 
and the nature of the investment is in accordance with the management 
obj ectives. There is a tendency to use simple drillbook planning guides at 
the lower levels of management and more sophisticated operational research 
techniques at the higher management levels. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a discussion on planning there is a senous risk of confusing 
relatively simple ideas merely because the words which are used to 
describe abstract concepts do not always mean quite the same thing 
to different people. It is, for example, almost impossible to define 
in ,a mutually exclusive way the meaning of the words p,tanning, 
management, administration and organisation . Nevertheless it is 
possible to make a simple and commonsense differentiation between 
planning on the one hand and management, administration and orga
nisation on the other. Planning may be thought of ·as the process of 
deciding what to do while management, administration and organisa
tion are words used to describe various activities which are concerned 
with the implementation of plans. 

It is even more difficult to differentiate between policy-making 
and planning. There is, for example, a tendency for the planning 
at one level of management to be regarded by subordinate levels 
as policy-making, and vice versa. But the difficulty may be overcome 
by considering instead the formulation of objectives which can 
conveniently be thought of as the end of policy-making or the 
beginning of planning at any particular level in an organisation. 
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As a matter of convenience in presenting this paper the broad 
field of planning is subdivided into four main subjects as follows:

(a) Basic principles. 
(b) Basic considerations. 
(c) Planning procedures. 
(d) Methods or tools of planning. 

This series from (a) to (d) may be thought of as a progression 
from more abstract to more practical considerations or alternatively 
as a sort of chronological sequence which is followed consciously 
or unconsciously in a planning exercise. Thus the basic principles 
have to be considered first. The procedures of planning cannot be 
evolved until the basic considerations of planning have been clarified 
and at the final and most practical level the tools of management are 
used within an established planning procedure. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES 
Objectives and Constraints 

Much has been said and written about the technical difficulties 
of planning a long-term enterprise like forestry but there is much 
to support the view that the greatest difficulties arise not from the 
vagaries of nature or from the uncertainties about future events but 
rather from uncertainties in the minds of the planners and managers 
about what they are really trying to achieve and how they should 
assess whether or not they are succeeding. Many of the purely practical 
or technical problems in forestry, or in many other activit ies for that 
matter, tend to disappear if the objectives are clearly defined and 
clearly stated. 

It frequently happens that a forest enterprise has a number of 
different objectives not all of which may be compatible. For example, 
the objectives might be stated as follows:-

(a) To earn the highest profit. 
(b) To provide employment in rural areas . 
(c) To preserve the native fauna and flora. 
(d) To preserve or improve the beauty of the countryside. 

As a series of general aspirations there is nothing wrong with 
these statements but as a basis for planning they are of little value. 
It is extremely likely that any measures to achieve objectives (b), 
(c) or (d) will compromise the achievement of (3.). Before planning 
can start therefore it is necessary to choose one main objective !md 
to introduce all the other subordinate objectives as constraints. Thus 
in the example quoted above the objectives might be restated as 
follows. 

To earn the highest profit subject to the following constraints. 
(a) Employment is to be provided for x workers. 
(b) X acres are to be set aside as a nature reserve. 
(c) On y acres the main objective is to be the preservation 

of beauty rather than the attainment of profit. 
Clearly, the constraints will tend to be expressed in qualitative 
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terms at the highest level and in quantitative terms at the lower 
regional or forest levels where the dilemma of the local staff can 
only be resolved if they are given a well defined objective with the 
constraints clearly defined and, whenever possible, in quantitative 
term~. 

The only valid basis for adopting ,a particular plan is that it will 
achieve the policy objective more effectively than any other course of 
action. It follows, therefore that the policy objective itself is funda
mentally the criterion by which the effectiveness of a course of action 
should be judged. Policy objectives, however, are often expressed in 
somewhat vague terms such as "the attainment of the maximum 
profit". First of all the objective has to be restated in unequivocal 
terms. The expression "maximum profit" for example can mean a 
number of different things and it is necessary to specify precisely 
what is meant by profit before it is possible to plan logically for its 
achievement. It is most important that a particular investment 
criterion such as maximum net annual income, maximum financial 
yield or maximum net discounted revenue using a discount rate of 
5 per cent should not be chosen until the full implications of adopting 
it have been considered. But even when the objective has been 
expressed in precise terms it still rmains an abstract concept which 
Gannot be recognised in the forest . It is therefore necessary to find 
physical indices such ,as planting distance, thinning intensity or 
rotation ,age which are closely correlated with the abstract criterion 
and which can be recognised in the field. Failure to adopt a criterion 
which properly reflects the objectives and failure, in turn, to relate 
the criterion with closely correlated physical indices results in a 
great deal of misdirected effort. This may be illustrated by an example 
from a European country in which forestry is controlled by various 
official regulations which may be regarded as analogous with the 
physical indices mentioned above. 

Over the years the more accessible forest in this region has been 
overcut and overgrazed and as a consequence it has degenerated 
into a relatively valueless coppice. But in the more remote, mountainous 
regions communications are poor and much of the forest had never 
been cut before 1946, As a result of relatively light cutting after the 
war the less inaccessible forests have tended to assume a two-storied 
structure with a light understorey of younger regeneration and a 
heavier over-storey of overmature trees, The stated intention of the 
forest enterprise is to practice fully commercial forestry but there is, 
or was, a regulation which restricted the cut to the current annual 
increment. An elaborate inventory has been undertaken with the 
principal objective of determining the current annual increment which 
thus determines the cut. Since most of the growing stock is very 
overmature it has an extremely low annual increment and it is sup
pressing the younger 'and potentially more vigorous regener~tion, 
Clearly the cut should be far greater than the current annual mcre-
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ment for a period of several decades both to exploit the high capital 
value of the very slow-growing overmature trees and to encourage 
the younger regeneration which will have a much higher annual 
increment. The obsolete regulation has not only re~ulted in a form 
of management which is at variance with the stated management 
objectives but it has also resulted in a somewhat misguided inventory. 
There is little value in knowing the current annual increment of these 
forests . Interest should rather be centred on the volume of over
mature timber, the length of time it can be expected to remain 
healthy, the progress of regeneration and so on. Under the present 
circumstances the principal aspect of the inventory is of only academic 
interest. The same country provides another good example of a 
regulation which is incompatible with the management objectives. 
There is a surplus of beech in the mixed forests and much of it is 
of bad form. From an economic point of view therefore it is 
desirable to reduce the proportion of beech in the stands and to 
remove the genetically poor specimens. There is a regulation, how
ever, that any tree which is felled must be harvested. Since the 
demand for firewood is diminishing and the average haul from stump 
to road is long the foresters have three choices 9pen to them. These 
are first, to fell and extract the tree at a considerable loss, secondly 
to leave the tree standing to the detriment of future profitability 
or thirdly to fell the tree but not to extract it thereby risking a 
a ~ubstant!al fine. Fortunately the illogicality of these regulations is 
bemg reahsed and steps are now being taken to repeal them. 

A former British Colony provides another example of manage
ment rules which were incompatible with logical policy objectives. 
A few years ago this country was short of capital for development. 
In ·a particular region there is an area of natural but somewhat 
degraded forest. This type of forest can be considerably enriched 
by the simple process of clear-felling because the more valuable 
species regenerates more successfully than the other less valuable 
species in the forest. The local criterion of management success was 
that 1/ 70th of the forest area should be felled annually. This, it was 
estimated would ensure a permanent and consistent yield from the 
area on a rotation of 70 years. There were at the time two local 
sawmills but the planned yield was only sufficient to keep one saw
mill going at about 60 per cent capacity. It was apparent that this 
country required a fully commercial forest policy and that the cut 
should have been increased sufficiently to keep both sawmills fully 
occupied wher:ever markets were available. The area would then 
have been cut over, and in the process greatly enriched, in about 
20 years instead of 70. Even if there had been no further supplies 
of raw material for several decades the sawmills would have justified 
their establishment costs but there were in fact young plantation 
which were coming into production within about twenty years. 

These practical examples show clearly that the physical indices 
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such as. spacing, . thinning regimes ar stand maturity which are used 
:1S practIcal applIcatIOns af an ecanamic criterian have tOo be chasen 
with care. Two factars have tOo be cansidered. These are technical 
efficie~ecy and canvenience. Cansidering the familiar prablem of crop 
mltunty as an example, rotatIOn age has several advantages aver 
average tree girth as a practical index af ecanamic maturity. In the 
first place it is much elsier tOo read aff a year an a calendar than tOo 
find the average girth af a stand af trees. A mare impartant factar 
hawever is the extent tOo which the physical criterian and the manage
mer,t abjective are carrelated. Average tree girth is very much in
fluenced by such factors as initial spacing and the thinning regime 
but girth is less closely correlated with prafitability than is age. In 
other words an increase in thinning intensity or a change in the 
type af thinning may change the average girth by, say 20 per cent 
but the aptimum rotatian age by anly, say 5 per cent. Finally, if 
maturity is specified as an age rather than asa girth the farecasting 
af future productian is greatly facilitated. 

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
There appear to be tWOo averriding cansideratians in farest 

phnning. These are first , .the level at which planning is carried out 
and secandly the flexibility af planning. 
The level of planning 

It is aften easier tOo explain what shauld nat be dane rather 
than what shauld be dane. It has been traditianal in farestry tOo 
write farest warking plans. These develaped in the 19th century 
and their whale cancept reflects the stability and assurance af 19th 
century Eurpae. Transpart in general and the transpart af waad 
in particular was slow and cumbersame sa that the management af 
an individual farest tended tOo be geared tOo the sacial and ecanamic 
life in its immediate neighbaurhaad. Under these circumstances it 
was lagical tOo cansider a farest area in virtual isalatian and to 
plan accordingly. Taday fa rests are no langer isalated. Farest indus
tries ·are large and transport is relatively easy. Therefare ane farest 
may supply many industries and ane industry may be supplied by 
many farests . Moreaver technalagical develapment is rapid and 
Gavernments, in general, interfere mare and mare in the econamic 
life of the country. Under these canditians it is clearly illagical far 
each farest manager tOo make his plans in isalatian. This means that 
the farest warking plan can no langer be regarded as the basic 
planning dacument. 

The daminant farestry activities vary accarding tOo the circum
stances af the farest enterprise. In a develaping country they might 
be the canstructian af ·a harvesting and transpart system and the 
establishment af farest industries . In a develaped country the 
daminant activities may be harvesting ar planting. The daminant 
canstraints are nearly always the availability af capital and knaw
haw. Almast all farestry activity ultimately stems from these daminant 
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factors. Therefore planning must inevitably be initiated at the 
maf:!agement level which controls them, and it must spread down
wards through successive management levels to the forest. 

In a lar~e forest enterprise there are several levels of management 
each of whIch has a planning function. At each successively lower 
level the plans become less wide and more detailed. 

At the h~ghest .level, for example, the planner considers all aspects 
of forestry IncludIng the numbers and types of staff required, their 
r~muneration and conditions of service, the administrative organisa
tIOn and so on. Lower levels of management are not responsible for 
many aspects of staffing nor for such matters as the level of forest 
investment and the marketing policy or for the relationship between 
forestry -and other forms of land use. They are concerned rather 
with implementing an imposed programme within an imposed budget. 

As one illustration let us consider the planning role of a con
servancy in a country like Gt. Britain or Ireland. The conservator has 
little or no authority to make fundamental changes in the professional 
or technical staffing. He is likely to be allocated a planting and 
harvesting programme based upon the physical resources of his con
servancy but determined also by the national forest needs. 

There are, broadly speaking, two ways of dealing with this 
situation. One is to invite proposals from districts or forests and 
then to juggle with these until they add up to the conservancy require
ment. This is time-consuming and inefficient and is rather like asking 
a number of builders to start work on a building without giving 
them a plan. The other is to consider the physical resources of the 
conservancy as a whole and to allocate the basic programmes -
usually planting and production, to the various districts or forests . 
This provides a quantitative framework within which the subordinate 
manager can work. It is also necessary, however, to define a financial 
framework because there is a very large range in the level of manage
ment intensity which local managers may consider necessary for the 
implementation of the basic programme. The conservator has therefore 
to give guidance on such matters as cleaning, draining and protection. 

It is a pure coincidence if the sum total of the plans initiated at 
one level of management happen to add up to a desirable plan for 
a higher level of management. It follows therefore that the prepara
tion of forest working plans is likely to be a time consuming, frus
trating and largely academic exercise unless they are preceded. b~ a 
regional or conservancy plan which defi?es t~e broad qualitatIve 
quantitative and financial framework WIthIn whICh they have to fit. 
By the same token a number of regional plans are of limited value 
unless the place of the region within the national policy and the 
national targets has been clearly defined. 

T he Flexibility of planning 
It is often said that the late 1940's and the 1950's was the age 
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of planning and that planners have so frequently failed to forecast 
future trends that planning itself has become discredited. At the 
natio~al level we have seen the development of various concepts of 
plannmg. At the one extreme some communist countries attempt in 
effect, to determine economic development by laying down in adv~nce 
exactly what is to happen for several years ahead. These are known 
as definitive plans. At the other extreme indicative national plans 
are no more than forecasts of future trends published with the idea 
of providing information for private industry and commerce. The 
F.A.O. timber trends studies are good examples of such indicative 
forecasts. There is no doubt that long-term forecasting is very 
uncertair,; consequently there has to be an increasing interference 
with the natural economic processes if definitive plans are to be 
made to work. It follows therefore that the difficulties of long-term 
definitive planning are most likely to become apparent in countries 
with a mixed economy. In such countries the free market sector of 
the economy acts as a control against which the extent of the fiscal 
and economic measures necessary to ensure the implementation of 
the long-term plans may be measured. 

Foresters have realised the purely technical difficulties of long
term planning for a very long time and their attempts to impose 
formal management patterns upon their forests have continually been 
frustrated by wind damage and regeneration difficulties. But more 
recently forestry, in common with other industries and other activities, 
finds itself increasingly involved in the complex economy of a 
modern society. Physical problems like wind damage and regeneration 
therefore no longer dominate forest management. The forester today 
is equally or perhaps more concerned with market developments, 
changing fiscal arrangements, social problems and a rapidly changing 
technology and unlike the powerful central government of a planned 
economy he has no power to make arbitrary adjustments to the 
economy in order to fulfil his long-term plans. It may therefore be 
concluded that, for a variety of reasons, longterm, detailed forestry 
planning is likely to be not only a waste of time but a positive 
hindrance to logical decision making. 

On the other hand forestry by its very nature demands a long
term view. It is therefore something of a problem to reconcile a long
term view with the needs to adapt management to changing conditions. 
Almost every action that a forester takes will initiate a train of 
events that will take many years to complete. W\hen a forester plants 
a tree, for example, he is, in effect, planning for sixty or more years 
ahead. Therefore the forester has to be clear about his long-term 
objectives ,although he must recognise that subsequent events may 
render them obsolete. In general, however, the basic objectives, if 
carefully defined , will change less rapidly than the methods used 
to implement them. Technology changes more rapidly than policy 
and the physical environment is always relatively unpredictable. 
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Fundamentally the solution to the planning problem in forestry 
is not difficult. It is simply to ensure that planning is completely 
flexible at all levels. That is to say that as soon as a situation has 
changed the plans should, if necessary, be changed accordingly. At 
first sight this may appear to be a somewhat irresponsible statement. 
It could be interpreted to mean that a longterm activity is to 
be subject to the whims of every successive planner or manager. 
It is clearly illogical however to persist with any plan after circum
stances have altered sufficiently to change either the objectives or the 
optimum methods of achieving them. 

A reasonable degree of continuity can usually be assured by 
ensuring that plans are initiated at the right levels of management. 
The greatest risk of confused and inconsistent management arises 
not from continual ,adaptation to changing circumstances but rather 
from the initiation of plans at the wrong level of management. Much 
of the confusion which arises from time to time in forest manage
ment occurs when subordinate levels of management introduce changes 
in policy when their function and perhaps their intention is merely 
to introduce changes in technique. It is obvious that this is more 
likely to occur when the objectives of the enterprise as a whole 
have not been stated clearly and unequivocally. The treatment of 
mixtures can provide an example of inconsistent management. In 
the absence of a clear objective one manager plants a hardwood 
crop with a conifer nurse. A succeeding manager with an amenity 
or sentiment,al objective removes a large proportion of the conifers, 
a third manager with an economic objective remnves the hardwoods 
while a fourth with the object of realising capital in order to balan~e 
a budget clear-fells the crop prematurely. All these changes In 

management could have taken place without the basic management 
objectives of the enterprise having changed at all . 

If forest planning is to be flexible it must be a continual process 
intimately bound up with the administrative and financial procedures 
of the enterprise. Some formal machinery is necessary but the tradi
tional forest working plan has little place in the planning process. 
It has already been said that at successively lower levels of manage
ment planning becomes less concerned with fnrmulating policy and 
more concerned with implementing it. It has also been said that 
policy changes less frequently than technology and practise. There
fore, in an age of rapid technological change there is little advantage 
and not a little danger in committing to paper detailed methods of 
working for more than a very short period ahead. Moreover methods 
will change not only because of technological developments but also 
because of new information and an increasing awareness of the 
economic implications of forest ?perations. . '" 

Stripped of all the inessentials the forest workmg plan lhus 
consists of the basic management data on the forest est,ate; such as 
the growing stock, the labour force and the various types of equip-
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ment, all expressed in tabular form, a forecast of future work for, 
say, five years ahead, a budget for the current year and a budgetary 
control system which enables the forest manager to exercise an 
adequate control over the year 's work. The planning and technological 
development which lie behind the forecasts and budgets are dynamic 
processes which are going on all the time. They should not be 
crystallised into formal documents. 

It has already been said that planning should be a continual 
pro~ess. Nevertheless it is desirable, periodically, to make a thorough 
reView of the plan for a management unit whether this is a forest, 
a district or a region and a major review of this nature provides 
a convenient basis for a discussion of the procedures of planning. 

When undert,aking such a review it is a useful preliminary 
exercise to summarise the total expenditure within the management 
unit in several ways. Expenditure outside the control of the manage
ment unit under consideration should normally be ignored. 

One way is to summarise the total amount of money being spent 
on each of the basic resources of forest labour, foresters, office staff, 
professional staff, machinery, materials and buildings. This form of 
summary may be modified to give the total cost of overheads ,at 
each level of management. A quite different approach is to consider the 
total amount of money being spent on each of the forest operations 
such as planting, weeding, cleaning, estate work and so on. 

Reviews of this type help to put the planning problem in per
spective and to focus attention on the more important sectors. If, 
for example, fifty five percent of the toal budget is being spent on 
forest labour, thirty percent on loml supervision and five percent 
on machinery, one wonders whether there is too much supervision 
and too little mechanisation . If in the forest operations account fifty 
percent of the total budget is going on weeding and only, say, e!~ht 
per cent on planting it will very likely be more profitable to utilise 
work study, management and research resources in reducing the cost 
of weeding than in achieving economics in planting. 

Although a preliminary review of this nature may show up 
inefficiencies and inconsistencies in the current use of resources It 
will not show whether the overall directions or intensity of the work 
is consistent with the objectives of the enterprise. It is therefore 
also necessary to investigate the posibilities of changing the level 
of the investment or the nature of the investment in forestry . It may 
be more profitable for example to switch part of the investment 
from new planting to the fertilising of pole stage crops or to reduce 
the intensity of investment by abandoning brashing, thinning, draining 
and roading. 

In order to undertake this type of investigation, whether it is 
done -with the aid of a paper and pencil or a computer the planner 
has to follow a logical procedure which may be summarised as follows. 

(a) to define (or recognise) the objectives. 
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(b) to identify (or recognise) the constraints affecting his 
freedom of action. 

(c) to adopt an appropriate criterion of success. 
(d) to consider the possible courses of action. 
(e) to assemble the relevant information on costs, pnces , 

physical responses and so on. 
(f) to test against the appropriate criterion the results of 

following different courses of action. 
(g) to make the final decision. 

In theory this appears to be a logical and straightforward pro
cedure even if the calculations, may under some circumstances, be 
very complex. In practise, however, it is often difficult to define the 
objectives and constraints unequivocally. These must logically precede 
mechanics of planning but the investigations and calculations made 
in the course of planning may reveal that the objectives are unrealistic 
or the constraints impracticable or too expensive. 

It is therefore possible to recognise a distinction between planning 
and decision making even if both functions are performed by the 
same person. Or looked at in another way the word planning may 
be understood to embrace both the testing of various courses of 
action against the appropriate criterion and also the final decision 
making. As well as requiring an opinion on uncertainty, decision 
making may also involve a reappraisal of the original objective and 
constraint. This is something which we all do every day often 
without realising it. For example, a man may set out with the object 
of buying a boxer dog with the constraint that it shall not cost 
more than £12. When he gets to the pet shop and finds that the 
cheapest boxer puppy is £20 he may relax his constraint and pay 
£20 or he may change his objective and buy an Alsatian puppy 
for £12 or he may decide to have a cat instead. 

In practise it is the constraints rather than the objectives which 
are most likely to be uncertain . For example, in a depopulated region 
the objective may be to earn the highest profit subject to the constraint 
that employment is to be provided for, say, 200 men. If, however, it 
is found that the highest profit could be earned with a labour force 
of only SO men this constraint might well be reconsidered. 

In a large organisation considerable inconsistencies and ineffici
encies can result when national or regional objectives and constraints 
are changed at subordinate levels of management. This often happens 
unwittingly when field practices are introduced lomlly, without a 
full realisation of their implications. This underlines the necessity for 
defining clearly and unequivocally the objectives, constraints and 
criteria. If this is done the execution of plans can safely and with 
advantage be decentralised as much possible. 

It is sometimes said that planners should consider all the possible 
courses of action. In practise this is rarely possible although a large 
number of alternatives can be tested with the aid of the more 
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sophisticated linear ,and other programming techniques if a computer 
is available. Most forestry planning, however, depends very much 
upon the experience and the imagination of the planner and the 
number of alternative courses of action which can be investigated 
is small. It is necess,ary, therefore, for planners to make a conscious 
effort to free themselves from prejudice and convention and to be 
prepared to consider courses of action which at first sight may appear 
to be unpromising or impracticable. 

METHODS OR TECHNIQUES OF PL1NNING 
The basis of planning is commonsense and judgement but except 

in the most simple or familiar situations it is impossible for the 
human brain to see through the implications and interactions, of the 
factors involved. Various aids are therefore required to help the 
planner. 

But despite the rapid growth of analytical ,aids, or tools, in recent 
years their use cannot absolve the manager from using his judgement. 
There are two principal reasons for this. One is that it is difficult to 
collect all the relevant facts. The other is the difficulty of knowing 
how to handle those factors of the situation which are uncertain. 
this means that the manager is necessarily left with the task of making 
judgements about such matters as future economic conditions and 
their effects on the enterprise. 

A plan attempts to mirror a real life situation but most day
to-day planning is based upon extremely simplified, rationalised and 
short term data. Highly sophisticated methods are required if a 
wider mnge of factors, a deeper consideration of interactions and a 
longer term view are to be taken into account. 

It is possible to classify planning aids in order of increasing 
complexity or sophistication and Table P sets out such a classification. 

The order from 1 to 5 can be associated with: 
(a) a declining degree of compromise with and simplification 

of the situation; 
(b) a use of increasingly complicated, yet more flexible tools; 
(c) increasing realism and improvement of the overall result; 
(d) a change from "ready-made" to "made-to-measure" 

solutions. 

Drillbook guides 
Leaving aside techniques which rely purely on habit and experi

ence and which may be regarded as special types of drillbook solutions, 
it is probably true to say that most planning in forestry today depends 
upon the use of various tabular and graphical aids, reference charts 
and standard drills. 

Volume Tables, Stand Tables and the Management Tables of the 
British Forestry Commission are good examples of drillbook guides 
which provide answers to problems without the need for any calcula
tions on the part of the user. 
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Ready Reckoners 
A ready reckoner may be regarded as a more sophisticated version 

of ,a drillbook guide. Much of the information obtainable from a 
ready reckoner is derived from calculations built into the system 
but the user is required to make various assumptions and to under
take relatively simple calculations in order to find the ·answer to his 
particular problem. There is no clear-cut distinction between drillbook 
guides and ready reckoners. The difference is one of degree. Standard
time tables which are used for setting piece-work rates are a good 
eX1mpie of a more highly developed drillbook guide or a simple ready 
reckoner. These tables give the standard minutes required for a 
particular job but they also enable the standard time to be adjusted 
in order to make allowance for local conditions. Ready reckoners (lre 
used by the British Forestry Commission for various types of profit
ability calculations. 

Operational Research 
While drillbook solutions and, to a lesser extent, ready reckoners 

provide examples of ready made solutions of recurring problems, 
operational research is used to uncover the interrelations among a 
whole variety of factors . It may thus be regarded as a fully made-to
measure technique of planning and the term "operational research" 
is usually restricted to investigations which take account of a large 
number of variables and consider a wide range of possible courses 
of action. 
A comparison of the various techniques 

It is clear that each of these techniques has a place in forest 
planning and with a wider recognition of the need for planning 
from the top downwards operational research techniques must 
inevitably become more widely used . 

The relative roles of drillbook guides and ready reckoners is 
less clear. Very many minor decisions are made in the forest but it 
is unlikely that the foresters and forest officers who make these 
decisions will have the time or opportunity or even the inclination 
to make use of a pencil, paper and a slide rule every time they 
are faced with a problem. Moreover, the use of a ready reckoner 
often involves the user in making assumptions and this may be 
difficult or uncertain. Basically, drillbook guides are used to ensure 
that all decisions are somewhere near the optimum whereas a ready 
reckoner is intended to assist the pIanner in approaching more closely 
to the optimum. It is probably better to ensure that most decisions 
are fairly good than that some decisions are very good. For this 
reason it seems that rather more effort can usefully be put into the 
preparation of drillbook guides than of ready reckoners. 

An example of this is provided by the ready reckoner which was 
evolved by the British Forestry Commission for the calculation of 
optimum road density. In order to use this ready reckoner it was 
necessary to make several estimates including the unit cost of moving 
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produce from stump to road and the factor representing the relation
ship between the road density and the average skidding distances . 
These two assumptions were often so unreliable that the answers 
obtained from the ready reckoner were often of little value. Therefore 
the ready reckoner has now been replaced by a drillbook guide. In 
order to use this guide one has only to decide on the proposed 
extraction technique, the soil conditions and the road cost per mile. 
The drillbook guide is more widely used than was the ready reckoner 
and the result has been to reduce the previously accepted roading 
densities by a considerable extent. 

1. Johnston, D. R., Grayson, A. J. and Bradley, R. T., 1967, 
Forest Planning. Faber and Faber. 
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Potential and Actual Dry-Matter Produc
tion in Irish Forests 

P. L. CURRAN, M.AGR.SC. 

INTRODUCTION 
It is of more than just theoretical interest to enquire about 

the upper limit to crop production in Ireland, because it is use
ful in defining objectives to know what the absolute potential 
in dry-matter production is. It is also useful to consider the 
factors which cause actual production to fall short of the 
theoretical, and to enquire about the distribution of dry-matter 
between the component parts of the total crop biomass. 

Photosynthesis is responsible for the primary production of 
dry matter in higher plant ecosystems. iFor the present purpose, 
it is not essential that the detailed biochemical, biophysical or 
physiological mechanisms Ibeconsidered, but, since energy cap
ture and energy transfer is a fundamental part of photosynthesis, 
a consideration, in broad outline, of the nature of the energy 
aspect is desirable. 

In processes involving change two properties, energy and 
mass, remain constant. Thus, changes in fresh weight or in dry 
weight of an organism must be balanced in terms of input and 
output components of mass and of energy. 

Although energy is an 'abstraction, it is recognisable in its 
forms such as radiant energy. Radiant energy must be absorbed 
in order to be physiologically useful. The absorbing molecules 
are known as pigments. Higher plants possess chlorophyll a, 
and other accessory pigments such as chlorophyll h and the 
carotenoids. Radiant energy absorbed by chlorophyll h is trans
ferred with an efficiency of almost 100% to the primary photo
synthetic pigment, ,chlorophyll a. The transfer from the caro
tenoids is about 20% ·efficient. Of the total captured by the pig
ments, 90 to 95% is directed towards the reduction of an accep
tor molecule under optimum conditions. 

Radiant ·energy, or insolation, which is 'photosynthetically use
ful occurs almost ,entirely in the visitble range (4000-7000A) 
and this latter represents 4'0-45% of the total radiation. The 
waves of light are said to be composed of discrete pulsating 
particles called photons 0( or quanta, for solar radiation in 
general). When absorption of light occurs one photon activates 
one pigment molecule. The quantity of photons absoJ.1bed by 
one mole (molecular weight in grams) of a pigment is a fixed 
quantity called one einstein and is equivalent to 6.06 x 1(Yl3 
photons. The energy content per photon, and hence per ein
stein, is a function of wavelength. Some values per einstein 
are as follows: ultra-violet (2860A), 100 k. calories; violet 
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(4000A), 72 k c:.l.; blue-green (5000A), 57 k cal.; yellow (6000~), 
48 kcal.; red (7000A), 41 k cal. 

THE UPPER YIELD LIMIT 
The utilisation of light in photosynthesis is a quantum process 

confined to the visible region of the spectrum. The mean daily 
input of total radiation on a horizontal surface at Valentia is 
approximately 394 g.cal/ cm2 in the April to September growing 
period and approximately 119 g.cal/cm2 in the October to March 
period {Anonymous, 19B1). The mean daily input averaged over 
the twelv·e months is thus ,257 g.cal/cm2. Loomis and Williams 
(1963) have used data from Brooks (1961) and Moon (1940) to 
convert total radiation data into a form which e~presses its 
photosynthetic potential. Accepting their cOlwersion factor 
(1 g.cal/ cm2 total radiation = 8.6 micro einsteins/cm2 of photo
synthetically useful r·adiation) a mean input of 257 x 8.6 or 2210 
micro einsteins/ cm2 / day is obtained for the twelve month 
period. If a value of 1'5% is given to the reflection coefficient 
(a1bedo loss for total insolation is generally given as 26% for 
grassland, 17.5% for oak woodland and 14% for pine forest) 
and 10% to absorption which is not potenti'ally useful in photo
synthesis, it follows that 25% must 'be deducted from 2210 
micro einsteins/cm2/day, giving 1B57. The value of 15% given 
to albedo is probably excessive for photosynthetically useful 
light (Geiger, 1957). 

The number of quanta required to reduce one CO2 molecule 
in photosynthesis is generally taken as ,10, although some ex
periments do not support this figure. Accepting this figure as 
the best available, 1657 micro einsteins/ cm2 / day will produce 
166 micro moles of GHzO/cm2/day of gross photosynthate. 

Respiration losses in forests in temperate r,egions are often 
taken as 44% of gross photosynthesis (Boysen-Jensen, 1932; 
Recking, 19B2). Loomis and Williams use a figure of 33%. An 
examination of the temperature response curves for photosyn
thesis and respiration {Fig. 1) suggest that for our climate the 
value select,ed by Loomis and Williams is doser to the truth. 
However, without more dir,ect evidence of the extent of respira
tion loss a compromise value of 40% is chosen. On this basis 
the amount of net photosynthate produced per cm2/ day is ap
proximately 100 fL moles of OHzO. By confining our calcula
tions, based on the s'ame assumptions, to a six month growing 
season the potential productivity is approximately 15'0 micro 
moles of :OHzO/cm2/day. 

As our new forests are principally evergreen a calculation 
based on the twelve month period is probably best, as there is 
evidence 'of ,photosynthetic activity in evergreen trees in suitable 
weather during winter (Parker, 1953). One mole of CH 20 is 
equivalent to 30 grams, so that the conversion from 100 fL 
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FIG. I PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND RESPIRATION OF PINUS CEMBRA IN RELATION 

TO TEMPERATURE. <TAKEN FROM TRANQUILLINI 1954). 

moles /cm2/day yields 30 g/m2/day over the twelve months and 
is equivalent to approximat,ely 292 1bs/photosynthate/acre/day, 
or 47 tons/acr,e/year. When the minerals absorbed from the 
soil are added the total dry-matter production potential is ap
proximately 50 tons/~cre/year. This represents the upper limit 
to yield assuming that chlorophyll is distributed in a uniform 
horizontal layer which intercepts light completely, 'and that no 
limiting factors operate to restrict photosynthesis. An examina
tion ·of these two assumptions is necessary but is deferred until 
actual yields are compared to the theoretical. 
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Actual and Potential Dry MatfJer Yields 
On the basis of the assumptions already stated, an annllal 

crop, with an effective growing season of 140 days, will have a 
potenti'al dry matter production of approximately 30 tons/acre. 
This production level, and that worked out for a perennial ever
green crop in the previous sections, represents about a 4.4% 
utilisation oof total incident radiant energy or 0 about a 10% 
utilisation of visible light. Each may be compared with 'a'ctual 
records of highest level production (which include estimates of 
root producton) as follows: pine forest in Britain 14.0 tons/acre, 
1.73% conversion of total radiation and 4.32% conversion of 
visible radiation; deciduous forest in Britan, 6.85 tons/acre, 
1.4% and '2.85% converson levels; sugar beet in Holland, 6.4.5 
tons/acre, 0.83% and '2.07% conversion levels; wheat in Holland, 
5.50 tons/acre, 0.73% and 7.83% conversion levels (Odum, 19.59). 
The data for forests do not include the early unproductive years. 
These production levels may be compared also with the per
formances of individual leaves under optimum conditions for 
short ,periods ,of time. Conversion levels of 5 to 7% for total 
radiation and 1:2 to 16% for visible light are generally recorded 
(Gaastra, 1962; Holliday, 1966). 

It is evident therefore that the highest production lev,eb 
actually recorded for field and forest crops represent some 18% 
to 28% of the theoretical maximum. Mean crop performance 
is of course lower still. 

F actors Limiting PhotoSlY nthesis 
In searching for the causes of the difference between actnal 

and ,potential yields it is necessary to state that water is gener
ally not a deficiency factor for crop growth in Ireland (Guerrini, 
1953, 1957; Curran, 1964). Soil fertility levels are adjustable 
and this aspect is likewise eliminated from further discussion. 

Two broad cat.egories of modifying influence thus remain to 
be considered 

(a) Factors affecting the component processes of photosyn
thesis, and 

(a) the characteristics of the light intercepting surface. 

(a) the components of photosynthesis 
Photosynthesis is looked upon frequently as the reverse of 

respiration and as such it is conveniently summarised in the 
form 
CO2 + H 20 + light (CH20) + + energy 

---> 
Three components are recognisable immediately 

(i) the supply of CO 2 , 

(ii) the fixation of light energy in chemical bonds, 
(iii) the synthesis of carbohydrate. 

and 
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The influence of each component has been analysed by 
Gaastra (1962) and Monteith (1966). The .position may he sum
marised in the following way. 

Carbon dioxide has a mean concentration of 300 ppm in 
normal air. When other limitations are removed, leaves will 
respond to increasing Ci02 levels by increas'ed photosynthesis up 
to a level of aJbout 1300 ppm of Ci0 2 • Therefore, under condi
tions of high light intensity and satisfactory temperature, 11hoto
synthesis is limited by CO2 supply, and 002 is utilised by the 
chlorophyll units about as rapidly as it arrives at the chloroplast. 
Cons.equently, the .path of flow of 002 from the surrounding 
air to the point of use is critical in determining photosynthetic 
rates. The concentration of CO 2 in air may increase with time, 
by virtue of man's industrial activites, to a level of 400 ppm. 
Otherwise, and except for the s'pecial case of glasshouse horti
culture, the level is not subject to man's influence. The rate of 
flow is not only influenced by concentration differences but also 
by resistance to flow. A major source of fluctuation in r,esist
ance may ibe the surfaces of the sub-stomatal mesophyll cells of 
the leaf. A temporary dryness at this point may slow down 
diffusion considerably. While our crops generally do not suff,er 
from a water deficit at the root, the rate of water entry from 
a cold soil may not keep pace with the rate of water loss to a 
drying atmosphere. In which case the plant may suffer physio
logical stress without displaying morphological symptoms of 
stress. This aspect also is not controllalble. The mechanical 
distlwbance caused by high wind s'peeds may cause temporary 
stomatal closure. All of these uncontrollable factors may in
crease resistance to CO2 diffusion and thus reduce photosyn
thesis. 

The next major component of photosynthesis is the fixation of 
light energy in chemical bonds. With factors controlling other 
components non-limiting, the photosynthetic response of an 
individual leaf to increasing light levels is linear at low light 
intensities until a level of approximately 6.5 call cm2 /hr of total 
radiation or about 3 cal/cm2/hr of visible light is reached. 
Beyond that level the response is curvilinear, saturation being 
reached at about 133 cal/cm2/hr of total radiation or about 1.5 
cal/om2/hr of visible light. 

The third component, involving enzyme systems, is responsive 
to temperature. Forage grasses are considered generally to grow 
at temperatures above 43°F or 6°C but appreciable growth 
rates are not reached until temperatures reach 50°F or lODe. 
Evergreen -conifers probably respond in somewhat similar 
fashion. Respiration rates climb rapidly at temperatures above 
50°F. However, the net response varies widely from one popu
lation to another. 
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(b) The CharaJc.teristics of the Light Inte.rcepting Surface. 
The light intercepting surface is not a uniform layer of chloro

phyll, but is a complicated mosaic of surfaces with reflection 
characteristics. During the establishment phase of the young 
forest the proportion of light which is usefully intercepted is 
rather small. The rate at which canopy development proceeds 
is a function ·of the vigour of individual plants and the number 
of such per unit area of ground. The nature of the control of 
these maters is determined 'by considerations of timber use and 
silviculture practices. 

Once the closed 'canopy stage is reached, and indeed long 
before, the problem of mutual shading of leaves becomes criti
cal. Mutual shading of one chloroplast by another occurs 
within the individual leaf, but there is some evidence of a regu
latory mechanism in the form of protoplasmic movement and 
chloroplast orientation within the cell. The manner of leaf dis
play is also a determining factor in degree of mutual shading 
and the regulatory effect of phyllotaxy and angle of leaf is 
especially ,evident in annual crop plants and in broadleaf seed
ling trees. Shape of leaf and angle of incl,ination of leaf are 
also important in closed canopies. ' 

The penetrating power of light through foliage is related to 
its intensity. Although great fluctuations in intensity occur over 
brid periods of time, seasonal trends are also very pronounced 
(Anonymous, 1961, Taible 2). This fluctuation, coupled with 
the rhythm of daylength change characteristic of our latitude, 
has important physiological consequenoes. The respratory 
process, which is essential in all living cells, continues in both 
light and in darkness at a rate determined by temperature. 
Photosynthesis proceeds in light at a rate determined by factors 
already discussed. The point at which organic matter produc
tion by photosynthesis balances 'Organic matter destruction by 
r,espiration within the individual leaf is called the compensation 
point. It is the net effect of the physological activities of a 
myriad of individual cells. Theoretically at least, a compen
sation point for the crop or canopy is also conceivable. It is the 
net effect of the physiological activities of a myriad of indvidual 
leaves, all of whch are decomposers ·of organic matter in dark
ness , and some of which are net producers of organic matter 
in light. If light were a flxed quantity then it would be possible 
to arrive at an area of leaf (measuring one surface only) per unit 
area of ground such that the most deeply shaded leaves are 
at their compensation point. If the quantity of leaf increases 
beyond this amount, that is if the leaf ar,ea index increases, the 
lower leaves will be more deeply shaded and their respiratory 
activities will exceed their photosynthetic activities; they become 
net users of organic matter and in that condition are parasitic 
on the crop. If on the other hand the leaf area index remains 
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unchanged b ut light quantity (intensity x time) decreases a 
similar physiological consequence ensues, the lower leaves be
come parasihc. Likewise if light quantity increases or leaf area 
index decreases the lower leaves 'become less shaded and be
come net producers of organic matter, but, if light intensity 
increases beyond the saturation level of lower leaves, light will 
reach the ground and efficiency of utilisation will drop. It will 
be apparent that light quantity for lower leaves is not a simple 
product of intensity and daylength because a certain threshold 
value of intensity must {be exceeded before penetration through 
the upper f.oliage is possi1ble. These leaves which are net con
sumers of organic matter can survive until they have lost more 
than 50% of their dry weight. 

In fie1dcrops the optimum leaf area index for economic yield 
is a function of the variety used and the planting pattern and 
density used. Another density or planting pattern may result in 
a higher total biological yield, but in a reduced yield (or re
duced quality) of economic product. For kale grown in rows, 
the optimum leaf area index is about 4, whereas for sugar beet 
it is about 6. The maximum, but not necessarily the optimum, 
leaf area index recorded for Scots Pine is 11, and for Spruce 
28 (Ovington, 1958). 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSIMILATES WITHIN THE CROP 
Total crop Ibiomass is a useful measure of physiological effi

ciency, but may be of little concern to the practicing forester 
who is interested in yield of stem wood. Maximum dry-matter 
production per unit area of ground may not be compahble with 
maximum yield of timber. Ultimately the problem is one of 
distribution of assimilates to components of the crop. It has 
five aspects: 

(1) the nature of the commercial requirement, 
(2) the genetical characteristics of the individuals making up 

the population, 
(3) the physiological characteristics of the stand at its several 

phases of growth, 
(4) the ecological characteristics, which involve the morpho

logical and physiological adaptations of the individuals, 
and soil changes, and 

(5) economic considerations, which determine if Icertain silvi
cultural manipulations with biological consequences are 
justifiable in terms of net returns. 

The third aspect has occupied our atention here. Available 
data suggests that the stem-wood share of total dry-matter pro
duced is about 60% for a vafi.ety of mature forest types (Becking, 
1962). This constancy may be more apparent than real, although 
Ovington .(1958) found that 60% of the total dry weight of a 
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55 year Pinus sylvestris stand was in the form of bole. For 
field crops Brouwer (1962) has argued that changes in favour of 
the relative amount of the 'economic product g,enerally are asso
ciated with a reduction in other organs and of the total product 
harvested. Holliday (1966) argues that an alteration in distri
bution of assimilates, such as has been achieved in wheat, is 
possible in other species without reduction in biological yield 
and with a consequent increase in economic yield. An intuitive 
judgement leads one to suspect that Holliday is right. 

DISCUSSION 
The conversion of the light available in Ireland during an 

average year into net photosynthetic product has a theoretical 
maximum of 47 tons /organic matter/acre. The actual yield falls 
far short of the theoretical because of the limiting effects of 
CO2 , temperature and the nature of the intercepting surface. 
On taking these limiting factors into consideration and taking 
data from field crops for comparison it is suggested that the 
hghest production possible during the closed canopy phase in 
Irish forests is about 12 tons/ dry matter/ acre/year. On taking 
the establishment ,phase into consideration an upper limit of 
9.5 tons/acre/year for aEfty year growth period is suggested, 
hut actual performance data for the establishment phase ar,e 
required to verify this. If the stem-wood component of the total 
cwp biomass is taken as 60% the above production level yields 
5.7 tons of stem-wood/acre/year, averaged over the full growth 
period of the forest. Complications of a physiological nature 
such as the relative performance of sun and shade leaves, 
changes in physiological efficiency of leaves with age, effect of 
variation in chlorophyll content and the relative efficiency of 
the chloroplasts from different species or different genotypes 
have not been considered ,because their overall Significance in 
practice is highly conjectural. 
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Why Forest Microbiology 

J. GARDINER, M.AGR.SC., PH.D. 

The efficient practice of forestry rests fundamentally on its 
biological side; upon a knowledge 'Of the constitution of the 
associations of plants and animals which fODm the forests and 
of the interrdationships between the various members of them. 
Thus microbiology which is essentially a lalboratory subject is 
studied as a means to an end, and not as an end in itself. Now, 
any laboratory requires extensive, expensive equipment if it is 
to deal effectively with the pro1blems which arise and provide a 
useful servioe. Microbiology is only an exception insofar as 
parts 'Of the equipment necessaary are specific to a microbiology 
laborat'Ory. A very conservative estimate of the cost of equip
ping such a laboratory would be in the range 'of £ lOOO.and this 
would only provide the absolute essentials for primitive research 
involving plate counting and nutritional studies. The question 
then must naturally arise: what is the position of microbiology 
in forestry and is it sufficiently important to warrant this 
expenditure 'On equipment and pers'Onnel ? 

On the other hand forest management continues to ibecome 
more intensive as a growing demand for timber necessitates 
both an increase in forest production per unit area and the 
afforestation of areas which at one time were regarded as un
suitable for commercial forestry. Clearly, forestry is becoming 
more agricultural in approach and with mor-e intensive manage
ment, there must be a greater awar,eness of the need for precise 
information on the mineral requirements of forest crops, the 
possibilities of improving growth and the prevention of soil 
impoverishment by applying mineral fertilizers. 

Although trees are basically similar to other plants in their 
nutritional requirements, greater consideration must be give n 
to the natural nutrient cycle for woodlands than for agricultural 
land, because of certain distinctive features of f'Orest commun
ities. The most striking f,eature of a woodland community from 
the point of view of nutrient .circulation is the regular annual 
return of nutrients to the soil in the litter falling from the vegeta
tion cover. The amount and type of litter fall , vari,es not only 
with tree species but also with age and has been calculated 
experimentally to be 'Of the order shown in Table 1. 



Species 

Beech 

Norway Spruce 

Scots Pine 
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TABLE 1 

Age {yrs. ) 

30-60 

(30-60 
(60-90 
.( 140 

(25-50 
(50-100 

27 

Annual litter
lbs./acre dry tot. 

3028 

(303:2 
(2582 
(1319 

(2629 
(1479 

Thus it has been estimated that the build up of organic mat
ter after 55 years of afforestation with Scots pine on open heath 
in England results in the accumulation of:-

In litter In Wood Cwts/acre 
(l!bs/acre) (lbs/acre) (approx.) 

Calcium 574 129 6 
Nitrogen 948 289 11 
Potassium 27,2 59 3 
Phosphorus 77 17 1 
Magnesium 127 29 H 
Sodium 46 10 )1 

/2. 

Here then is a vast store of nutrients effectively locked-up from 
the tree crop and depending upon the ability of the microflora 
to decompose cellulose and lignin for its release. How then 
does the crop obtain its supply of essential mineral elements 
such as nitrogen? Is the soil being constantly drained of its 
supply of nitrogen while this extensive source builds up and 
lies useless on the soil surface. Certainly, soil fungi and bacteria 
degradate some of this organic matter with the resultant release 
of ammonia, carbon dioxide, amino acids, soluble caIibohydrates 
and fats. Certainly plants can utilise such compounds to some 
degree, ibut it is equally certain, that some, such as ammonia, 
must Ibe converted by micro-organisms into more available 
forms before they can be utilised (by many plants. Are these 
organisms present in our forest soils? ,More important still, are 
they active in our forest soils? The high water holding capacity 
of many of our forest soils, which suggests at ;best microaero
philic conditions, at least for parts of the year, plus the acidic 
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nature of humus deposits under coniferous plantations, indi
cate ,a great reduction in the activity of these 'organisms. 

But still the question remains, of how the tree gets its supply 
of nitrogen. Is its supply inadequate? and if so, how inade
quate? Recently many investigators have drawn attention to 
the fact that soil nitrogen balance sheets do not in fact ibalance. 
A large number 'Of major reports on this subject show an unex
plained increment in soils of about .30-50' pounds of nitrogen 
per acre, per year. So that not alone are the trees assimilating 
at least some nitrogen, but in some mysterious way nitrogen is 
being built up about them. Considerable justification exists 
therefore, for the entertainment of the idea of nitrogen fixation 
by non-nodulated plants. This is supplemented by the fact 
that the inevitable association between plant surfaces and bac
teria is not always a random arrangement, but definite associa
tions have been noticed particularly on seed surfaces and on 
leaves. Data have .been produced showing that teeming micro
bial populations occupy the leaf surfaces of plants. Moreover 
these ,populations include various nitrogen !fixing bacteria as 
prominent common components of the population. It is not 
difficult then to envisage, on the one hand, ,cuticular excretion 
of salts and metabolites, providing nutrients for epiphyllic nitro
gen fixing micro-organisms, and on the other, uptake of fixed 
nitrogen by the forest plants, either by the leaf surfaces or via 
foliar drip, to the soil and then to the roots. H'Owever, despite 
this build-up of total nitrogen about forest trees it is more than 
likely that many of our forest crops, especially those on the 
poorer type, wet and heavy soils do suffer from deficiencies of 
this element. 

As the number of flowering ,plant species is of the order of 
25·0,000 and of the Eubacteriales about 1000, it does not belittle 
the literature on plant~bacterium symbiosis to say that not much 
is known about the subject. Even though the Romans in the 
time of Julius Caesar were aware of the fact that the presence of 
clov,er plants in a grass sward improved the fertility level, it is 
true to say that plant-bacterium symbiosis is largely an unex
plored field. The results of plant influence in the rhizosphere 
are a differently composed, numerically more dense, metabol
ically more active microflora, compared to that of the surround
ing soil. Many investigators claim instances of non-legume 
response to inoculation with rhizosphere organisms. This 
respons,e is not ascribed to nitrogen fixation but to the beneficial 
effects of rhizosphere organisms on the availability of nutrients 
already present in the soil. Responses of about 100% due to 
such inoculations have been reported for agricultural crops. 
Again this is quite creditable for it is well-known that prominent 
rhizosphere organisms can release nutrients in much the same 
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way as Bacillus megaterium var phosphaticum can release 
available phosphorus. 

CR2 OR 
1 1 
CR OR 
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Microorganisms often live together because certain bacteria and 
fungi produce substances that render the existence of other 
organisms possilble. A similar connection exists between the 
higher autotrophic plants of the forests and microorganisms of 
forest soils. The microorganisms are dependent to a large ex
tent on organic substances of the litter produced :by the auto
trophic plants and they in turn promote the autotrophic plants 
by making the mineral substances of the litter available to them. 
This however, is not regarded as true symbiosis, nor is the case 
of epiphytes, where organisms live on or in close proximity to 
the roots; the concept symbiosis is restricted to the living to
gether of two organisms in immediate contact. There are how
ever, innumerable cases in which the plants and organisms not 
only come into contact, but in which at least one of the sym
bionts lives 'partly on the tissues of the other; 'e.g. nodule bac
teria, mycorhizal fungi or actinomycetes, which live in the roots 
of their host plants. This is a specialized form of living together 
in which the contact is close and there is a r.ecipr·ocal influence 
on metabolism. It is poss~ble and in fact probable, that the 
nodulation of Myrica and Alnus fall into this category, as do 
root nodules which are known to occur on some conifers and are 
considered to contain a microsymbiont. One is unable however, 
to -conclude the identity of the latter organism since opinion is 
divided :between fungi and bacteria. 

In some cases such dose mutual dependence has developed, 
that under natural conditions, neither of the partners is entirely 
capable of independent ·existence; e.g. several mycorhizal fungi 
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form their fruiting hodies only in symbiosis with forest trees and 
the failure to afforest certain areas of prairie and peatland has 
freq1lently been attributed to the lack of mycorrhizal fungi. To 
what extent then should we, as foresters, worry about these 
mycorhizal fungi?; after all Ireland has always been a land of 
forests. How do these fungi get onto our trees? or to what ex
tent are these, all too frequently generalised about mycorhizae 
present on our trees? 

Dealing with these questions in rotation, it is not difficult to 
find reasons why we should 'be concerned about these fungi for 
it has been shown ex'perimentally that pines with mycorhizae 
can aibsmb 234% more phosphorus, 86% more nitrogen and 
75% more potassium than pines devoid of mycorhizae. Because 
of the albsence of root hairs in the mycorhiza and because the 
fungal sheath covers those parts of the roots capable of absorp
tion of nutrient salts and water the latter have no other course 
to the plants than through the fungal associate. Beyond this, 
the hyphae spreading into the surroundings from the fungal 
sheath contribute in a high degree to the enlargement of the 
absorbing surface. The mycorhizae actually represent absorp
tive organs of the trees and hyphae going forth from the fungal 
sheath into the substrate act in an analogous manner to root hairs 
in respect of salt absorption. Moreover pine and spruce grown 
in pure culture do not assimilate complex organic nitrogen com
pounds to any great degree, but myoorhizae can !be shown to 
facilitate the absorption of ammonia and organically combined 
nitrogen and to be of special importance in those acid and poor 
soils in which nitrogen is combined in organic humus sUibstances. 
They also make the plants more competitive for nitrogen with 
other fungi and this fact is borne out by the sparce development 
of mycorhizae in richer soil types. It has also been shown 
repeatedly under normal conditions that tree species devoid 
of mycorhizae on difficult sites become stunted and die . This 
is reported frequently on freshly drained peat bogs, on which 
pine and spruce seedlings are at first stunted. The mycorhizal 
fungi which spread rapidly after drainage then stimulate their 
growth. Furthermore, it has long been known that orchid 
seeds depend on mycorhizal fungi for successful germination 
and the same may very well hold true for ,the germination of 
many other seeds. For instanoe, acorns inoculated with an 
appropriate fungus, yield about 34% more plants than acorns 
without mycorhizae, while addition of mycorhizal soil increases 
the height of un inoculated seedlings by about 62%. Other 
functions frequently attributed to mycorhizae include the protec
tion against pathogenic fungi, while the fixation of atmos'pheric 
nitrogen :by mycorhizae has been mentioned over and over 
again. Because of these important considerations therefore, 
not only should foresters be conscious of these organisms but 
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because of their great practical significance forestry shoulu pro
vide the requisite impetus for their intensive study. 

As to the method of formation of these mycorhizae, there is 
every indication that primary infection is of the endotrophic 
nature. This primary infection seems to mobilise the defence 
forces of the host plant, which digest the intracellular mycelia 
and which push the fungus into an intercellular position, in 
which case an ectotrophic association is formed. If however, 
the fungus is able to resist digestion by the enzymes of the 
cortical cells it may remain in an intracellular position. The 
mycorhizal fungus, therefore, attacks the host primarily in the 
same way as a parasite. The volume of the infected cells often 
increases or the cells may be stretched in a radial direction. 
On the other hand the growth in length of the roots is often 
arrested. In this way the stocky form of the root arises, which 
is charaderisticof many mycorhizae. Plants thus allow myco
rhizae to penetrate only to a certain distance. On penetrating 
a certain distance hyphae of the fungus may be uigested by 
the plant and on the basis of the degree of digestion differen t 
types .of mycorhizae are now recognised. Thus a gradation from 
ectotrophic to endotrophic is now generally recognised. 

In the absence of experimental eviuence to prove otherwise, 
the only logical explanation for the relative success of many of 
our Irish forest ,crops on extremely difficult sites, is the presence 
on the roots of mycorhizae. Much of our blanket peat is other
wise, too acidic in nature, too high in mois,ture content to allow 
vigorous microbial activity and too impoverished in mineral 
nutrients to support tree growth. It seems to Ibe also that the 
requisite fungi are 119t presef.).t in these ,bogs themselves but 
are carried on transpl~l1ts at planting time. 

Whatever section of forestry activities one takes the import
ance of microbiology is equally striking but none more so than 
the fieJd of plant pathology. For instance, in a recent report on 
the pathology of forest trees in New Zealand, 93 fungal , 3 bac
terial and 1 algae pathogen ar·e recorded, together with one 
mycorhizal deficiency disease. However, apart from the 
undetermined damage ,caused by heart rots, few diseases have 
caused serious loss in either native or exotic plantations in 
Ireland. Two important reasons for this are, our geographical 
isolation from sources of infection anu the wide generic differ
ences :between our exotics and our native trees, which has meant 
that few native pests or diseases have attacked our exotics. 
Nevertheless the danger cannot be overemphasised, for almost 
the whole afour forest industry is based upon a few exotic 
species. In such a situation an economic catastrophe may result 
from the introduction of a single primary pest or disease. It is 
becoming increasingly obvious that more fundamental informa-
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tion on the biology of the many forest organisms, both beneficial 
and pathog,enic, is needed before field experiments or any 
control measures can be satisfactorily attempted. Recent 
developments in the biological control of Fomes an-nosus have 
emphasised this point for now the value of creosote as a pro
tectant can !be looked upon as a 'passive' measure and seriously 
questioned. The inoculation of the fresh stumps either naturally 
or artificially Iby fast cellulose decomposers such as Tri!clwderma 
vir ide or Peniop'lwra gigantea and the alteration of stump tissues 
by chemical means have now been proven to be preferable 
methods. iMme recently still, at least two actinomycetes have 
been discovered producing antibiotics which inhibit the growth 
of Fornes. It is not stretching the imagination to extremes, to 
foresee the synthesising of these antibiotics and the injection of 
valuable trees or stands of trees with them, to prevent further 
damage to the timber. Investigations have also shown that 
fumigation of the soil with cal1bon disulphide may also lead to 
biological control of ArmilZaria mellea. After fumigation 
Trichoderma viride, a harmless fungus grows much faster than 
other fungi because of its tolerance to carbon disulphide and 
produces two antifungal antibiotics, Gliotoxin and Viridin which 
are antagonistic to Armillaria. Furthermore the living bark 
of European Larch may 'be expected to carry a microflora which 
contains Iboth fungi and bacteria and frequently Dasyscypha. 
The necrotic areas which constitute a canker can be shown to 
carry a similar microflora, but Dasyscypha is not necessarily 
the most abundant or dominant organism nor is its presence 
necessary for the development of canker. What then is the 
importance of the fungus in these areas? or is it a harmless 
sacprophyte. Again the microbiological examination of 250 
Sitka Spruce seeds which had failed to germinate showed that 
80% of them were infected with microorganisms. 

69 
55 
43 
7 
5 
4 
3 
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13 

carried 

" 

Bacteria 
Psychrophilic seed fungus. 
Penicillia 
Cylindrocarbon 
Rhizo'Ctania solani 
Verticillium 
C erato basidium 
Mucor 
Gliocladium rose111n 
Unidentified fungi 

There are moreover numerous reports of up to 50% failure 
of Sitka Spruce seeds to germinate even though laboratory 
viability tests seldom show this failure rate. This discrepancy 
bas frequently been attributed to the infection of weak and 
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damaged seeds by microorganisms, same of which cause decay 
of radides. However, no microbial infection of seeds can be 
found on cones direct from the tree; only slight seed infection 
on cones opening on the tree and 50-100% infection on seeds 
when the cones are stored in bins or storehouses. Furthermore 
fungal growth is noted on seeds stored at temperatures below 
freezing point and Table II will provide further evidence of 
the influence of the seedcoat microflm<l upon seed germination_ 

Effect of storing at 10°C. on germination at 20°C. 

Days at 0 / Yo Ungerminated seeds yielding / 0 

10°C. Germina- Bacteria Pen,icillia P.S. Fungus ,Other 
tion + Fungi 

0 82 30 50 ,5 5 
3 72 1.5 35 20 .30 
5 68 20 25 20 40' 
7 65 0 60 20 35 

17 00 15 ,5 45 10 
32 40 0' 10 50. 15 

+ Psychwphilic seed fungus 

Thus far I have confined myself to pointing out some of the 
microbiological problems of forestry, ,but with more intensive 
management of our forests , how are we to harness the3e useful 
micro-organisms and control the harmful ones? For instance 
is it possible to control the ,build up of organic material on the 
forest floor and gradually return to useful circulation this vast 
store of nutrients locked-up Hom the trees? Js it possible to 
utilise more efficiently those sites heretofore regarded as unfit 
for -commercial forestry or will the tourists of future years 
l.ooking upon our poor stunted effort to re-af£orest our peatlands, 
re-echo the words of an eminent visitor, looking upon these same 
barren peatlands in the 17th century and say, (quote), 'that 
it is due to the wretchedness of the Irish, who took no care to 
tend or cultivate them'. (unqL~ote). Well may this comment 
be true, for all of the available evidence suggests that high 
yielding Sitka Spruce can be grown even on the most difficult 
peats provided, t(1) that additional nitrogen is provided: 
(2) that the pH is rectified to some degree, and (3) that some 
drainage is carried out. Under thesecircu'llstances, if Sitka 
spruce were given a few nitrogen top-dressings, sufficient 
nitr,ogen would be injected into the nutrient cycle to keep trees 
growing especially if the trees -could by this time utilise the 
nitrog,en reserves of the peat through increased microbiological 
action in breaking down the organic matter. 
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Again a comparison of the total annual litter fall under differ
ent thinning grades and the weight of the £orest floor, illustrates 
the important influence of this silvicultural operation on the 
rat.e of decomposition of organic material, through its effect 
upon the micro-dimate at the soil surface. 

Monthly litter fall under different thinning 
Dry Wt. lbs./acre. 

grade.s (N. Spruce) 

Thinning grade B C D L.C. 

Oct. 480 4112 295 393 
Nov. 478 379 334 318 
Dec. 278 211 1231 180 
Jan. 355 304 281 263 
Feb. 489 296 304 249 
Mar. 683 420 3412 557 

Totals '2763 2022 1877 1960 

Wt. of forest floor under different thinning grades. 
Dry Wt. lbs./acr.e 

Thinning grade B C D L.e. 

44,000 23,500 14,900 26,300 

The greater litter fall and unfavourable microclimate under 
the heavy shade of the B grade thinning results in twice the 
weight of organic material accumulating compared with C and 
L.e. grades, and three times that under D grade. The large 
difference in the weights of the forest floor between C and D 
grades whose annual litter fall is similar, confirms that this is 
due to differences in the rate of decomposition and not merely 
to differences in litter fall. Perhaps this is a factor which ought 
to be borne in mind in laying-out future thinning experiments 
or perhaps we might take a lead from the agriculturalists, who 
have for long treated build-up of organic material in permanent 
pasture by disc-harrowing and rotovation, which practise is not 
foreign to many -European foresters in dealing with the same 
problem. The true value of microbiology in the field of path
ology has, despite recent advances, probably yet to be realised, 
in the ibiological control of the diseases which threaten our 
forests. 

Agriculturalists do not have to contend, to the same extent in 
any case, with the build-up of organic matter; they are not so 
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concerned with those fungi which play such an important role 
in feeding our forest crops; they do not, in Ireland in any case, 
sow pure crops in blocks of hundreds of acres , as the forester 
does. Therefore, microbiology is niOt as great a concern for 
them as it must be for the forester. Insofar as it is of concern 
they have not ,been slow to reoognise its significance; e.g. the 
nitrification and nitrogen fixing pr'Ocesses in soil are probably the 
most researched aspects of the whole subject. Because of its 
great practical signi£canoe in forestry, then, the intensive study 
of microbial-microbial and microbial-plant symbiosis must be 
carried out by foresters, for f.orestry. I at least, have no doubt, 
but that forest microbiology is a vital link in the chain that is 
slowly but surely changing this Emerald Isle of bogs, (to quote 
another eminent visitor), into the Emerald Isle of woodlands, 
it undoubtedly once was. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

1. The question .of the nitrogen supply to plants in the 
afforestati.on of peatlands continues to be of concern . It is 
generally conoeded that the nitrogen supply from the peat itself 
i:5 inadequate to meet the demands of a growing crop. The 
question automatitcally arises as to which form of fertilizer is 
most efficient in supplying the necessary nitrogen? 

The general opinion at the moment seems to be that plants 
growing .on ,peat can utilise all three forms of nitrogen. Most 
plants can readily utilise nitrate as a nitrogen source but the 
advisrubility of ·applying nitrate nitrogen to peat is questionable, 
since the nitrate ion is v·ery mobile and is readily leached. 
Furthermore acid peats in general show a very strong denitrify
ing power. Application of nitrate therefore, WIOuld of necessity, 
have to !be in the form of frequent light dressings, which over 
larg.e areas would for 'eoonomic reasons be unfeasible. Ammonia 
has been shown to be absorbed very rapidly by mycorhizae but 
addition of ammonium salts and nitrates diminish the intensity 
of root infection with symbiotic fungi. The ready availalbility 
of ammonia to plants, therefore, depends upon the presence of 
myaorhizae, and it is known that the microflora necessary for 
the 'conversion of ammonia to the nitrat.e form is either com
pletely lacking or completely inactive in virgin peats. Organic 
nitwgen compounds, such as, glumatic and asportic acids, amino 
acids, urea, nucleic acids and protein hydrolysates are therefore 
more likely to be better sources of nitrogen than the ammonium 
or nitrate f011ms, but again the presenoe of mycorhizae must be 
assumed. 

A question of practical significance now arises, for plants which 
are normally mycorhizal can be raised successfully as uninfected 
seedlings and can make very good growth in a short time under 
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heavily manured conditions. But the relative poverty of avail
able mineral salt-s determines the prevalence ·of mycorhizae on 
seedlings. Is it more importan t to the forester to grow large 
nursery stock although it is uninfectedor to ensure that the 
seedlings become mycorhizal in the nursery at the expense of 
the dearee of growth. Where exoties which are not habitually 
gmwn "'are Ibeing raised, it seems to be good policy to raise 
infected seedlings by suitable inoculation and treatment to en
sure a source of inoculum in forest conditions. This is borne 
out Iby the fact that self-seeded pine and spruce seedlings on 
recently drained peat-bogs develop poorly and show signs of 
nutrient deficiency, such as are associated with nitrog-en starva
tion. 

The specificity of mycorhizal fungi and the possiJbility of the 
presence of these organisms in peat was queried. It was rather 
discouragingly admitted that it was unlikely that these fungi 
were present in peat. In fact, examination of the surface layers 
of Irish peats by some of 'our leading mycologists has shown that 
many fungi are present on or near the surface but that these are 
mainly Penicilli, Aspergilli, and Mucor sp. Although some 
unidentified fungi are r,ecorded in these reports there is not even 
one mention of a mycorhizal fungus. As far as specificity is 
concerned most host species seem capable of fiorming 
mycorhizae with several fungi, and on any given root system, 
more than one ty,pe of mycorhiza may be observed, i.e. a single 
host may assO'ciate with members of several fungal species at 
one time. The most unspecific of all the mycorhizal fungi seems 
to be Cenococcum grandiforme, which has been found on on the 
root systems of species of Pinus, P~cea, Abies, Pseuc~otsuga, 
Tsuga, Tilia, Larix, Quercus, Fagus, Betula, Corrylus, Corya; 
Populus, Salix and Alnus. The greatest degree of specificity 
is shlown !by Boletus elegan-s, which is only known to associate 
with Larix sp. Between these two extremes there are many fungi 
from amongst the Phycomycetes, Ascomycetes and Basidiomy
cetes of intermediate host range. 

The question of the role of phosphorus in plant nutrition was 
raised and it was observed that phosphorus is mainly present 
as a structural component of the nucleic acids, rilbosenucleic 
acid (RNA) and deoxyribosenucleic acid (DNA). It is also 
present in the phospholipids, which are believed to play an 
essential role in the structure of the membrane. A deficiency 
of phosphorus is thus v,ery seri10us for the oell, preventing the 
formation of new genetic material in nucleus and cytoplasm. 
Phosphorus is critically involved also in all energy transfer 
steps in the cell, since compounds such as adenosine diphos
phate (ADP) and adenosine tripbosphate (;ATP) contain two and 
three phosphates. 
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enterprise and then, while still retaining enough flexilbility to 
deal with changing -circumstances, to :control the work done 
against the olbjectives. They give a brief resume of some of 
the various planning tools which are now :being used in industry, 
such las mathematical programming, game theory, etc., but the 
treatment is so sketchy that the reader will he for:ced to other 
texts to oIbtain an understanding of the full power and limita
tions of these techniques. Considerable attention has been 
paid l!o rational planning wirth selection -of best alternatives 
through vlarious criteria, in particular, investment criteria and 
not only are various financial measures described but there is 
also an interesting section on the choi:ce -of discount rate. A 
discussion on costs and Ip6ces is dealt with in more detail than 
foresters frequently hav-e ,considered this topic and with par
boular reference Ito changes over time. Attention has also been 
paid in this section to the assessment -of such things as recrea
tional values. It should, perhaps, have been emphasised that 
while forestry is certainly a capital intensive ir.:dustry the capital 
is largely -accumulated by the use of local lcubour which has 
exteremely important social implicatilons. The chapter on risk 
and uncertainty is in the reviewer's opinion the best in the book. 

Most of this part of the book is concerned with rather more 
detailed discussion by forest operation headings, e.g., plant 
supply, crop establishment, crop treatment, silvicultural prac
tices, effeots of thinning on growth, economics of thinning, the 
felling decision, concepts of nonmality, forecasting, regulating 
and controlling yield, logging and loading, and marketing. 
For-esters will feel rather more at home when reading this 
section but may well oonsider that too much basic forestry 
knowledge, such as the definition of a 2 + 1 plant, has been 
given in a book IPrimarily devoted to planning principles and 
procedures. Some of this is , of course, needed to provide a 
readable framework. Your reviewer -would very strongly dis
agree with the suggestion that it is safer on a given site to choos-e 
a low 'production slpecies likely to have a relatively high yield 
dass rather than a high production species likely to have a 
simila1' yield class which would, of c'ourse, be low for that 
species as this latter species has obviously ,the greatest potential 
for improvement through site amelioration works, etc. It is 
certainly time that Foresters looked at many of their practices, 
such as plant spa:cing, weeding, brashing, fencing, etc., in the 
way in which Messrs. Johnston, Grayson and Bradley suggest 
they /be looked at and as we move into a period where greater 
consideration is being given to crop treatments to increase 
these treatments must be assessed sensibly, e.g., by comparing 
growth benefits against ,costs etc. 

Mlany Foresters will Ibe soeptical of the models purporting 
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to show the effect of thinning on growth and the sUibsequent use 
of these "theoretical" ,calculations to sugg.est possilble methods 
of thinning to get optimU'm financial return; chapters which 
tend '['0 take a hard knock at those who consider the beautiful 
art of a Forester is in how he wields his marking axe while 
pondering the individuals of the possible final crop as they will 
develop within his own personal thinning system. Such Fmes
tel'S would he well advis,ed to re-read these sections for, while 
it is relatively easy to accept the need f'or financial criteria in 
determining replacement age, degr'ee of fire protection, intensity 
of roads,etc., here is a section 'where apparently silviculture is 
:being asked to give way to theoretical management. Yet it is 
in this very field of model construction and simulation, using 
many othe'r factors than th'ose listed in this book, that the new 
management techniques are likely to have their greatest impact 
on the ,practising For'ester and the ultimate financial success of 
the enterprise. The models used have tended to be relatively 
simple and ,because of this have probably introdueed some bias 
in the 'considerations of type of thinning regime to he adopted; 
thus ,because the price size relationship is given oOn the mean tree 
volume insuffi'cient weight has ,been accorded to those light or 
no thinning ~'egimes where a v,ery considerable part of the final 
volume is in trees much greater than the mean. If Foresters 
can accept ,that the methods used her'e {Chapters 18 and 19) 
have a part to play in forest management then the industry is 
in capable hands. 

The chapters dealing with normality and yield regulation 
will not make v,ery Icomfortalble reading £'or those s,chooled in 
,the ancient tradition of sustained yield yet one cannot help 
feeling that while there is logic and reas'on ibehind the argu
ments put over in this book the authors have not really put 
forward a completely satisfactory alternative solution to meet 
long term objectives. 

Part 3 of the Ibo'ok deals with implementation of planning and 
in particular the organisation of the enterprise, the working plan 
and lahour planning. The chapters on organisation are largely 
related to a State Forest Service and use the Forestry Com
mission terminol'ogy for the various levels of management dis
tinguishing 'between functional and territorial r,esponsibilties 
and indicating the mle of specalists in planning. These chapters 
also differentiate the types of planning 'required at all levels. 
In spite of the author's criticism of the traditonal working plan 
·in an earlier chapter we have here the suggestion that each 
forest sh'ould have a working ,plan with a factual and descriptive 
Part 1, a Part 12 which discusses various alternatives and sets out 
the major planning decisions and objectives and whi'ch the 
authors coOnsider to he the most important section, and a Part 3 
for detailed prescriptions which are in the Forestry Commissi'on 
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,five-year forecasts plus oQne-year detailed programmes of work, 
'all of which is quite similar to the methods adopted in many 
'countries within the framework of a nati'onal ,plan with plan
ning from above. It must be .remembered of course that the 
·Forestry Commission work within a fairl~ strictly ~ontrolled 
·annual ibudget and as such detailed programmes need only 
go to the next higher lev-e1 of management foOl' control pur
·poses. One can only hope that the authors' experience that 
flexibility and continual adjustment to changing circumstances 
does not result in deviation from the original objectives will 
continue for a long time. The chapter on labour planning 
;seems slightly out oQf place here although it is agreed that this 
cis an im.portant field for management. 

The fourth part of the book on data collection is disappointing 
due to th e space alliQcated toO topographical surveys and forest 
,inventory with oQnly a short section on forest aocounts and the 
.sources of economic data. Surr-e1y more information Ibased oQn the 
,ex,perience 'Of the Forestry Commission methods of collection of 
data ·of work done and costs and the detail with which these 
are recorded would have been oQf value where control is such a 
lI1'ecessary featur-e ·of planning. 

The book ends with three appendi'ces, 'namely, Assessment of 
.Labour Productivity, Annual Change in the Real Prices of 
IWood and Wood Pmducts and Supply, Demand and Price plus a 
LShort glossary. 

The hook has been g,enerally well presented and .printed and 
with remarkably few mistakes. A 'printing error oQocurs in the 
differential equation at the foot of Page 383. Like too many 
eoonomic texts the book makes frequent use 'Of diagrams with 
no s'cale shown on the ordinates. One gets the impressioQn that 
an attempt has been made to cram too much into the one volume 
and that oertain sections could well rbe dis'pensed with while not 
destroying the value of the text for reasoQnably well-trained 
foQrestry personnel. Thus sections on the calculation of net 
discounted revenue, effect of geographical fadOl's and classifi
cation 'Of growth potential oould perhaps have rbeen left out, 
thereby making the !book easier to handle. 

This is not a book which will supplant the older classics oQn 
forest management, indeed it is doubtful if it should be required 
reading for university students, although they should certainly 
be taught the management principles and log~cal approach to 
decision taking which runs throughout the work. Every top 
manager in forestry, for example, Divisional Inspector, Principal 
Officer, pri'Vate owner, etc., should Ibe made to read this book 
and should understand the principle involved. Indeed the book 
could easily form a good foundation for a series of lectures on 
management to such senior staff. It is also essential that the 
next lower management level of -District Inspectors, District 
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Forest Officers, etc., understand what this book is getting at 
as they too must be prepared to think on similar lines. By its 
very nature the !book is not easy reading and many of this grade 
will have to make a very cons·cious dfort to go right through it 
and not give up at an early stage. I would hope that many 
of those in charge of forests would also try to read "Forest 
Planning" but I feel that the changes which thinking of this type 
must bring to general manag,ement need to be dis:cussed and 
explained to Foresters through training courses where there is 
ample opportunity for discussion. Indeed, the very !big and 
important field of management r,e1ating to communications and 
human r,elations which must he understood for the implementa
tion of any policy or plan is not really touched at all in this book 
and due to the size of the subject one must be thankful that it is 
not but must do further r,eading from non-forestry s·ources. 

W. H. JACK, 

The Use of Worked-Out Peatlands for 
Forestry. 

Review of A. F. Timofeev and P. A. Lesnov, 'Lesokhozyaist
vennoe osvoenie zemel posle torforazrabotok', Pub!. by Lesnaya 
Promyshlennost, Moscow. 1967. pp. 74 (in Russian). 

This booklet deserves wider recognition outside the U.S.S.R. than 
it is likely to get due to the unfortunate language barrier, and it is 
for this reason that a f.airly full review may be of interest. 

The peatlands of the U .S.S.R. (defined as areas having a depth 
of peat of over 0.5m.) cover 71.5 million hectares, which is about 
70'/0 of the total world area of peatlands. Peat working is ['OW being 
carried out on about 1.2 million ha. in the U.S.S.R., and official 
statistics gave the area of worked-out peatlands as about 300,000 ha . 
on 1st January, 1963. These lands are mainly located near the heavily 
populated big industrial centres of European Russia, and only 8.5 % 
of the worked-out peatlands have been reclaimed for agriculture or 
forestry. The rest of them lie derelict. Policy now is to develop these 
lands in an integrated manner: richer areas with better drainage 
are reclaimed for agriculture, the lower areas for fish-raising, and 
other areas for forestry. 

The booklet itself is divided into two parts. Part I deals with 
the pedological and hydrological characteristics of worked-out peat
land, and other aspects affecting reclamation. Most of the peatland 
in the U.S.S.R. is worked by the rotary-cutter milling method, and 
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th~ depth of peat left after working is variable, but is usually from 
o to 1 ill. or more. Peat types are distinguished according to the 
usual Russian classification: fen , transitional, and bog; the actual 
composition of each of these types may be mossy, herbaceous, or 
woody. Some examples of typical profiles are given, and also details 
on the soil chemistry, soil water and soil temperature regimes on 
worked-out peatlands. The last chapters of Part I deal with the 
natuml colonization of worked-out peatlands by herbaceous vegetation 
ar;d by forest tree species. Birch is the main pioneer tree species, but 
is found only rarely - the dense herbaceous vegetation usually pre
vents natural regeneration by tree species for some years. Sufficient 
seed trees, a residual layer of peat, and adequate drainage are the 
prerequisites for birch regeneration. 

Part II of the booklet deals with the establishment and perfor
mance of forest plantations on worked-out peatlands, opening with 
a review of Russian experience. Then, detailed case-histories are 
given of afforestation trials on worked-out areas of peatland in three 
districts of European Russia: Kirov, Gorky and Yaroslavl. Soil 
preparaticn, method of establishment, and choice of planting spot 
are described, and details given on the survival, root systems and 
growth of coniferous and broad-leaved tree species. The main species 
dealt with is Pinus sylvestris ,. other species tried include Picea .1bies, 
Pinus sibirica, Larix sibirica, Quercus rObtt f, and Poplars (especially 
Po pulus suaveolens) . Analysis of costs for soil preparation, planting, 
and subsequent tending indicate that actual plantation establishment 
on worked-out peatland tends to be no more expensive than on other 
categories of land. 

Some general conclusions are drawn at the end of the booklet. 
The salient conclusions are that the areas most suitable for afforesta
tion are those that have been worked by rotary peat-cutters. The main 
factors affecting the growth of plantations of Scots pine (the main 
species considered) are the soil water regime and the depth of the 
residual peat layer. It will often be necessary to repair or improve the 
dr~ inage system of the area before afforestation, and the best depth 
of residual peat has been found to be 10 to 50 cm., or best of all, 
20 to 40 cm. Spring planting is best ; on the lower-lying areas, 
planting should ·always be on the upturned turf, but on drained 
areas planting can be done on the turf or in the furrow. Frost 
heave, drought, excess moisture, and competition are particular hazards 
on worked-out peatlands, and cause heavy losses in the early years, 
so beating up and careful weeding are necessary. 

The Russians are confident that productive phntations can be 
raised on worked-out derelict peatlands around industrial towns and 
cities and so simultaneously provide much-needed amenity and green
belt fl)rests. 

W. LINNARD. 
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Obituaries. 

Matthew Dalton 
25th September 1902 - 6th NOtJember 1967 

Matt Dalton was one of 
the first group of half a 
dozen "apprentices" taken on 
for training by the British 
Forestry Commission in 
1920. He went to Dundrum 
Forest on the 1st October of 
that year when he was a bare 
week over the minimum age 
for entry. Unlike his com
panioEs he already had con
siderable experience of 
forestry haviEg worked for 
his father at timber in the 
woods of his native county, 
Roscommon, and was a for
midable hand with axe and 
saw. But these tools were of 
small account in the forestry of the early twenties and Matt had to 
take to the spade, an implement with which he quickly became a 
master in nursery and in plantation. 

Whatever Matt Dalton did he did with all his might. He was 
a hard worker from the start and never shirked the tough jobs. Those 
were the days of large and venemous Sitka spruce transplants whose 
lifting iE the nursery was a purgatory. Others would opt for the 
spade or the fork but Matt always tackled the painful chore of 
"pulling and shaking" day after day when his forearms would be 
swollen and bleeding. At work he never slacked but when work was 
done no man was more ready to ef.!joy himself. All his friends 
remember him as a cheery companion, full of amusing stories and 
boyish laughter. This school-boy attitude to life was his outstanding 
characteristic. He could be grimly serious at times, how grim his 
assistants are not likely to forget, but the clouds rolled by quickly 
and his hearty good humour soon took over again. He f.!ever spared 
himself and he, perhaps unreasonably, expected the same dogged 
determination from others. 

The second year of the two year course was spent in Baronscourt 
Forest, Co. Tyrone at nursery work aEd as an "honorary head 
labourer" in charge of a planting gang. In 1923 he came south t:J 
start a long term, first as a foreman :lOd later as forester-in-charge 
of Aughrim Forest. Here his memory is forever green in the massive 
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planting that stretches from the village up the valley of the Ow 
t~ the slope~ of Aughavannagh. From those early days he showed 
discernment I? the selection of sp~cies - Sitka spruce, Japanese larch 
and, later, Pmlts contorta were his wise choice for this rain soaked 
dist!ict. J?ouglas fir he would plant when he had to, but always 
a$ams~ his better Judgement as he was not slow to point out. In 
his attitude to the forest he was certain of one thing-no one high or 
low, was entitled to make mistakes. If others "let the job down" 
Dalt?n told. them in plain language where the fault lay, and some 
of his supenors 10 rank, new to him and his way of thinking, were at 
first startled by his candour. 

We associ·ate Aughrim with Dalton more than anywhere else. 
There he spent his formative years, there he married and there he 
rests in Annacurragh churchyard. But his forestry career took him 
far afield and at each new centre he approached the local problems 
with an open mind. In Cappoquin, where he spent a brief spell in 
the mid-thirties, he recognised the virtues of Norway spruce on the 
mineral soils of Dromana. Later, during the many years in charge 
of Mour,trath he quickly realised that it was a Sitka spruce area 
par excellence and the slopes of the Slieve Bloom to-day be;!r witness 
to his work. . 

At Baunreagh he met up with timber again-timber, road-making 
and bridge building. Bridges were a challenge which Dalton enjoyed 
and there on the Delour River and later ir: county Donegal he went 
at their construction with a heart and a half. 

It is hard to know if he ever aspired to rise above forester rank. 
He was, undoubtedly, happy in charge of a forest. He was a 
practical man first and foremost. His job as he saw it lay amongst 
the men and the trees. Office work he did not like, as many a sorely 
tried official can testify, and he was often painfully slow with returns, 
but when they eventually came they were accurate to the last figure 
and thorough to the last particular. 

Matt rose to be Head Forester in Mountrath in 1941, but shortly 
afterwards transferred to Co. Donegal and was stationed at Bally
bofey. He retired under the age limit on the 25th September, 1967 
and planned to come south again to his first love, Aughrim, where 
he bought a house for his retirement. His last illness overtook him 
before he took up residence there and he died a short six weeks later. 

He was a Foundation Member of our Society and remained a 
member all his life, taking an active part in its affairs and attending 
outings whenever they came to his locality. His interventions in 
discussions were always vigorous and to the point and rarely failed 
to be entertaining. 

To his wife, a hospitable hostess to many visiting foresters, and 
to his two daughters we extend our heartfelt sympathy. Irish forestry 
will never be the same again. 

H.M.F. 
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Gerald Scully 

The sudden death of 
Gerald Scully at the end of 
last year came as a shock to 
his co.Ileagues in the Forestry 
Service ar::d to the members 
of the Society. 

Gerald Thomas Scully 
was born at Bantry, Co. 
Cork in 1925 and he entered 
the forestry school at A von
dale at the age of twenty. 
rollowing the completion 
of his training in 1948 he 
served for four years in 
different forests as assistant 
forester until he was placed 
iE charge of Enniskerry forest 
in 1952. It was during his 
period there that he decided to pursue a course at Trinity College, 
Dublin. These were for him the days of great endeavour. Early in 
the morning he was astir to get in some study before breakfast and 
again often late into the night he worked, while during the day 
he carried out his official duties conscientiously. This is not to say 
though, that his life at Enniskerry was something akin to a medieval 
monk because with his bouncing energy he was able to participate 
to a reasonable extent in the social round as well. 

His studies were rewarded in due course by a Diploma in Public 
Administration and later by the degree of B.Comm. In 1958 he 
competed successfully for a post of forestry inspector and was posted 
to Galway on land acquisition work. For many this would have been 
the end of formal study but not for Gerald. He continued his studies 
at Galway University and was awarded the degree of M.Comm. In 
1963 he applied for and was awarded a scholarship by An Bord 
Scolaireachtai Comhalairte ·and in September of that year he entered 
Yale University on a Fellowship in forestry economics. At the end 
of the course he did an eight week study tour in the United States 
and Canada. 

Following his return he was transferred to Sligo where he remained 
until his death. ~hile there he was a member of the Sligo Rotary 
and the Sligo-German circle and he lectured on economics and 
statistics to extra-mural students of Social Science for Galway 
University. He also wrote articles and notes for various publications. 
Up to the end he remained an avid student; for him the magic never 
faded. 
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But those who knew him well will remember him not so much 
for his academic achievements against great odds, nor for his skill 
as a forester, which was considerable but rather for his excellent 
personal qualities. His generosity of mind was quite exceptiontal; 
he was incapable of harbouring enmity or spitefulness towards anyone 
and his philosophic view of life was an example that many could 
follow with advantage. 

To his mother and brothers we exend our deepest sympaty m 
their sad and unexpected bereavement. 

J.J.D. 

Computermatic Stress Grading Machine 
Following the demonstration at the Forest Products Research 

Laboratory, Princes Risborough in 1962 of the basic principles on 
which a machine might be produced which could automatically and 
continuously assess the bending strength of timber, considerable 
interest has been centred on the probable value of such a machine 
to industry. Machine grading is potentially much more accurate and 
faster than visual grading and could lead to increased efficiency in 
the structural use of timber. The Forest Products Research Laboratory 
has recently taken delivery of a Computermatic stress grading machine, 
the first of its type in Europe. The machine was developed in 1966 
by the Division of Wood Technology, Forestry Commission, New 
South Wales, Australia. Of the three grading machines now manu
factured this is the least expensive and it is basically the most suitable 
for use in this country. Timber is fed through the machine at speeds 
up to 200 ft. per minute. A load is applied to each piece of timber 
and the deflections are measured. A computer unit, translates deflec
tions into bending strength ratings. The strength rating or stress 
grade at every 6 inches along the length of the timber is identified 
by a coloured dye sprayed on the surface. The machine can classify 
timber into four stress grades at a single control setting. 

It is claimed in Australia that the Computermatic machine can 
stress grade both planed and sawn timber. The Forest Products 
Research Laboratory is now carrying out trials to determine the 
adjustments and modifications which may be needed to make the 
machine perform satisfactorily especially from the viewpoint of 
accuracy under conditions obtaining in this country. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

Under the auspices of The Natural Environment Research Council 
a symposium on Peatland Forestry will be held in Edinburgh from 
9th to 11th September 1968 inclusive. 

The aim of the symposium is to bring together people working 
on both practical and fundamental problems of growing trees on 
peat in order to stimulate the exchange of ideas, promote liaison and 
define the most urgent problems. 

The programme will consist of four sections: 
(1) Afforestation of peat. 
(2) Water relations of trees on peat. 
(3) Site preparation and planting. 
(4) Nutrition of trees on peat. 
The symposium will be held at Pollock Halls of Residence, 

Edinburgh University, where ·accommodation and meals will also be 
available. 

The symposium fee is three guineas and those wishing to attend 
should register with : 

Mr. A. H. F. BROWN, Merlewood Research Station, 
Grange-over-Sands, Lancashire. 

A New Deal for Private Forestry in 
Northern Ireland. 

Introduction of a new system of Grants 
Introduction 

In 1927 a Planting Grant Scheme was introduced for the first 
time in Northern Ireland to encourage private planting by giving 
financi.al assistance. 

Over the years the minimum qualifying area was reduced from 
5 acres to 2 acres and the assistance increased from £4 per acre to 
£22 12s. od. per acre. 

The response was slow at first and up until 1945 the annual 
area planted under the Scheme seldom exceeded 30 acres. 

In 1946, however, 162 acres were planted and by 1953 the 
acreage had risen to 379 acres . Over the last 4 years the average area 
planted has been 500 acres. To date a total of 8,000 acres has been 
planted under (he Scheme. Forestry Division N.I are at present 
planting 500 acres per annum. 
Position in Great Britain 

Following the years of felling and devastation of private wood
lands during the second world war the Forestry Commission intro
duced in 1947 a Dedication Scheme which went consider·ably further 
than the earlier Planting Grant Schemes. Private owners could obtain 
in return for the efficient planning and management of their woods, 
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annual maintenance grants for the whole of their productive area. 
The Scheme had many legal and management complications and 
was not considered suitable for Northern Ireland. In Great Britain, 
however, over 3,00 estates have entered the Scheme which now 
covers almost 1 million acres. 

The annual ,area planted in Great Britain by private owners is 
now approximately 30,000 acres compared with approximately 50,000 
plante<1 by the Forestry Commission, while in England alone private 
planting exceeds Forestry Commission planting by 50 per cent. 

It is obvious that private forestry in Northern Ireland is f,alling 
behind its counterpart in Great Britain and that the time has come 
to make a new etfort to increase the area and efficiency of private 
forestry. 
New Grants f ot' Planting and Maintenance of W100dlands 

With effect from 1st October, 1968, the following grants will 
be available where planting and maintenance has been carried out 
to the satisf·action ot the Ministry:-

£20 per acre immediately after planting. 
£10 per acre 5 years after planting. 
£5 per acre 10 years after planting. 
£5 per acre 15 years after planting. 
£5 per ·acre 20 years after planting. 

In addition where heavy clearing of scrub has to be undertaken 
prior to planting a further £10 per acre will be payable, thereby 
increasing the initial £20 grant to £30 per acre. 

The Poplar Planting Grant and the Thinning Grants are now 
discontinued. No further grants will be paid for the line planting 
of poplars but where the land is considered more suitable for poplars 
than for other species the normal grants may be paid for block 
planting of poplars . 
Conclusion 

The new Scheme is much more suited to our own conditions 
than the Forestry Commission's Dedication Scheme and gives private 
owners approximate parity of treatment with owners in Great Britain. 

The grants are payable in the first 20 years of the life of the 
(fOP during the time when expenditure is greatest and before much 
income has been earned from the sale of thinnings. 

Owners will now be encouraged not only to plant for the future 
but to maintain their woods efficiently through the formative years 
until they reach the production stage. 

It is hoped that this encouragement will greatly increase the area 
of land planted with trees in Northern Ireland and enable private 
forestry to make a greater contribution to our economy. 
Supply of Young Trees 

The two Schemes at present in operation for the provision of plants, 
(a) Young Trees Scheme (minimum 500) and (b) 100 Trees Scheme, 
will continue as before though the prices and species available may 
change from year to year. 
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moke 
your 
wosle 
lond 
POY! 

Landowners .. big and small 

.. . can profit from the Covernment's 

Private Planting Crant Scheme. 

• £20 per acre State Grant 
• Free technical advice 
• Special grants for Poplar 

Full 

particulars 

from: 

The Secretary, 
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS, 
(Forestry Division), 
22 Upper Merrion Street, 
Dublin, 2. 

Brindley Adv. 



Control weeds 
in forestry 
plantations 
• . . with 'Gramoxone' W. 
'Gramoxone' W contains para
quat which is potentially the 
most useful weedkiller for 
forestry. It kills all green 
growth and is particularly 
effective against grasses. 

'Gramoxone' W can be used for: 
Cleaning seed beds and trans
plant lines. Chemical screefing 
of land prior to planting. Ring 
weeding of young trees after 
planting. Dessication of firebreaks 
for controlled burning. Total weed 
control in uncropped areas. 

'GRAMOXONE'W 
an I.C .1. Plant Protection Product for weed control 
Goulding Chemicals & Fertilisers Ltd. 
Dublin Cork Limerick Waterford Sligo 
Dundalk Drogheda Carrigans Wicklow 



COMMONWEALTH 
FORESTRY BUREAU 
OXFORD, ENGLAND 

FORESTRY ABSTRACTS 

This quarterly journal publishes more than 6,500 abstracts per year , covering 
the whole field of forestry and forest products and based on scrutiny of 
cu rrent world forestry literature. Publications from 90 countries in more 
than 30 languages are dealt with . Each issue normally includes a com pre· 
hensive review of some particular forestry subject. Annual subscription per 
volume (plus index) : For countries officially contributing to the C .A.B. 
organization liDs. For non-contributinii countries 210s. ($27.50) . 

Guide to the Use of Forestry Abstracts 

Includes full names and addresses of all publications noticed. and many other 
aids. Price 30s .• including eight annual supplements. post free. 

Weekly Title Card Service 
A quick-service postal auxiliary to the Abstracts. bringing to subscribers four 
times a month exact copies of the index cards made from the world stream 
of forestry literature during the Bureau's day-to-day work . Total about 
8.500 annually. Full particulars and samples from : The Director. Common
wealth Forestry Bureau . Oxford . 

Oxford System of Decimal Classification for Forestry 

As approved by IUFRO. FAO and FID. Price ISs. 

Russian-English Forestry and Wood Dictionary (Technical Communication No . 6) 

Contains translations of over 7,000 terms, 
by definitions and explanations, covering all 
structure, conversion and utilization of wood, 
plants and animals, with their scientific names. 

supplemented where necessary 
aspects of forestry and the 
and includes the main forest 

Price 35s. 

Leading Article Series : most recent reprints 

No. 39. Ionizing radiations in forests and 
rad io-active tracers) . 

No . 40. Mist precipitation on vegetation. 

forestry (excluding the us. of 
IDs. 

6s. 

Annotated Bibliographies 

A new series providing references from world literature. together with 
abstracts , in selected subjects . 

No. I. Shelterbelts and windbreaks 26s. 

No.2. Briquetting of wood waste. 8s. 
Further titles will follow . 

Obtainable from 

Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau 
CENTRAL SALES BRANCH 

FARNHAM ROYAL, BUCKS., ENGLAND 
to whom all correspondence regarding publications should be addressed 



THE Mk II ARBOGARD 
sprays all around the 
tree in one operation 

Newly planted conifers 
and forest saplings can be 
efficiently weeded with 
'GRAMOXONE'W.Complete 
protection of a young tree 
is achieved by the unique 
Mk II Arbogard which ap
plies the chemical to the 
whole ground base in a 
quick circular movement. One man should be ableIo ring 
weed 3.\- acres in a day. Recommended price £26· 15·0 

Our new 'MINISPRAY·. a light knapsack 
applicator for herbicides around buildings, 
hedges, fences, ditches-etc., is a little marvel for 
only - /: 12-10-0 
Write for delaTls of these two new producls. 

~ AllMAN PATENTS LTD 
ALLMAN PATENTS LTD., BIRDHAM ROAD, CHICHESTER, SUSSEX. Phone BIRDHAM 511 

BEFORE PLANTING TREES 
consult an experienced firm 

POWERS, of WATERFORD 
With over 100 years' experience have established 

a reputation for quality in trees. 

An inspection will prove that the quality of our 
trees is unrivalled. 

We carry the largest stocks in the country. 

Contracts of all types undertaken. 

I)OWERS NURSERIES 
WATERFORD 

'Phone 4881. Enquiries Invited. 



Telephone : Athlone 3321. 

P. McCARTAN & CO. LTD. 
BALL YMAHON ~ CO. LONGFORD 

Makers of all type of Packing Cases. Bread Trays. Beer and Mineral 
Cases. Brush Stocks and other Brush Making Materials. Oak Wagon 
Scantlings and Sheeting. Bottom Boards. Sleepers. etc. Kiln Dried 
Native Boards and Scantlings. . . Pitwood Exporters. etc. 

===== : 

FORESTRY TOOLS 
GIRTHING TAPES, SCRIBE·S, MARKING CRAYONS, NUMBER TAGS, CALLIPERS 
BARK STRIPPERS, TEST BORERS. PRUNING SAWS, MARKING HAMMERS, etc 

Free list on Request 

FORESTRY BOOKS 
400 titles of the world 's books are contained in our 24 page catalocue - free on request 

STOBART & SON, LTD. 
22 UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4. 

= ;: : ; ; = ; ;..c;; ::; = = = ; : =:=:= ::::=:: : ; : : ; ; = = = : : : ; ; : : = : 

We are Buyers, Sawmillers and 

Manufacturers of Native Timber 

RUSSELL BROS. LTD. 
PORTARLINGTON 

r----------------------------------------------j 
I Telegrams: McCartan. Gorey Telephone : Gorey 77 I 
I I 
I I 

I M. McCARTAN & SONS LTD~ I 
! GOREY, CO. VVEXFORD I 

I I 
I ALL KINDS OF BUILDERS' MATERIALS SUPPLIED I 
I I 
: EGGS, POULTRY and FISH BOXES TO ORDER I 
I I 

~----------------------------------------------.. 
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I The Timbe,man', T"ctm 

COOKE WINCHES 

, SUIR' LOADER 

TRACTOR FORK-LIFT 

So/~ Irish Distributors 

CAHIR HOUSE GARAGE 
CAHIR, co. TIPPERARY 'Phone: Cahir 316 

Ear1~fort 


